This paper describes an experimental investigation on the pressure dip phenomenon in a conical pile of granular solids. The roles of different deposition processes such as the pouring rate, pouring height and deposition jet size on the pressure dip formation were studied. Test results confirmed that the pressure dip is a robust phenomenon in a pile formed by top deposition. When the deposition jet radius is significantly smaller than the final pile radius (i.e. concentrated deposition), a dip developed in the centre as shown in previous studies. However, when the deposition jet radius is comparable to the final pile radius (i.e. diffuse deposition), the location of the dip moves towards the edge of deposition jet, with a local maximum pressure developed in the centre. For concentrated deposition, an increase in the pouring rate may enhance the depth of the dip and reduce its width, while an increase in the pouring height has only a negligible effect in the studied range. The results suggest the pressure dip is closely related to the initial location, intensity and form of downslope flows.
Introduction
Granular materials are in abundance in nature and are also estimated to constitute over 75% of all raw material feedstock to industry (Nedderman, 1992) . They have been extensively studied by both the scientific and engineeringcommunities, and yet they sometimes display behaviour that is counter-intuitive and a full understanding remains elusive. One classic granular mechanics problem is that of a humble 'sandpile' in which a significant dip in the vertical pressure on the base is observed underneath the apex, at the location where a simple interpretation might expect the maximum pressure. This 'pressure dip' phenomenon is also relevant to the bulk handling of industrial solids because many different bulk solids are commonly stored in open stockpiles, particularly in the mining industry (Fig. 1) . The design of a gravity reclaim system for a stockpile requires knowledge of the base pressure distribution underneath the stockpile. The same phenomenon may also occur in silos that are filled from a 'point source' which might be expected to result in an increase in the silo wall pressure near the highest wall contact, but thisphenomenon is not recognised at all in the silos literature.
The sandpile problem has been the subject of many analytical, numerical and experimental studies and some good reviews of the problem are available (e.g. Atman et al., 2005; Cates et al., 1998; Didwania et al., 2000; Savage, 1997 Savage, , 1998 . However, there is little consensus on the fundamental physics or the mechanics assumptions made in the many mathematical models of this apparently simple system, and quite contradictory results are often claimed. Several factors have been suggested to explain the pressure dip observed under the apex of a pile. These include the presence of a base deflection (e.g. Lee and Herington, 1971; Savage, 1998; Trollope, 1956; Wiesner, 2000) , pile construction history (Geng etal., 2001; Vanel et al., 1999) , formation of a granular skeleton (Savage, 1997) , particle size segregation (Liffman et al., 1992 (Liffman et al., , 1994 Liffman et al., 2001) , particle shape Zuriguel et al., 2007) , ''Fixed Principal Axes (FPA)'' of stress propagation (Wittmer et al., 1997; Wittmer et al., 1996) , reduced density in the central zone of the pile due to deposition impact (Smid and Novosad, 1981) and increased shear mobilisation on the base due to the deposition process (Ai et al., 2013; Ai et al., 2011; Michalowski and Park, 2004) . However, neither the relative importance nor theinterplay between these factors is at all clear and a comprehensive understanding of this phenomenon remains elusive. This study involved carefully designed experiments to investigate the base pressure profile under a conical pile of mini iron ore pellets.
A variety of measurement techniques have been used to measure the pressure distribution on the base of a granular pile, including pressure cells (Evesque et al., 1999; Hummel and Finnan, 1921; Jotaki and Moriyama, 1979; Lee and Herington, 1971; McBride, 2006; Ooi et al., 2008; Smid and Novosad, 1981; Trollope, 1956) , registering the load on articulated base strips instrumented with strain gauges (Lee and Herington, 1971) , strain gauges fixed on the base plate (Trollope, 1956) , an elasto-optical method (Brockbank et al., 1997) , single capacitive normal stress sensor (Vanel et al., 1999) , and photoelastic methods (Geng et al., 2001; Zuriguel et al., 2007) . The free-field pressure cells developed by Askegaard (1989) were adopted in this study.
The relative size of the pile to the particle size may be an important factor for consideration. Relatively large scale pile tests produce rather consistent pressure measurements for same preparation procedure. Generally these tests support the concept that the pressure dip is a robust phenomenon for a pile formed by pouring particles with funnel feeding. The most commonly referenced experimental evidence is the early study ofSmid and Novosad (1981) who used quartz sand and granulated fertilizer NPK-1 and observed a significant pressure minimum at $35% of the anticipated hydrostatic value cH p (Fig. 2) . By contrast with these relatively large scale pile tests, small scale tests often suffered from significant fluctuations in the deduced pressures. In such tests, it is often necessary to average many repeated experiments before a pressure dip can be seen (e.g. Brockbank et al., 1997; Geng et al., 2001; Zuriguel et al., 2007) . These results have led some to believe that the pressure dip is not a securely reproducible phenomenon and that its formation can be sensitive to numerous factors. In this study,relatively large conical pile laboratory experiments were conducted in which the base pressure distribution was measured with good accuracy.
The size of the pressure dip has been found to depend on the pile shape. Conical piles often have a pronounced pressure dip. The dip pressure p dip relative to the ''nullhypothesis'' hydrostatic pressure beneath the pile apex cH p , has been widely found to be small ($35% by Smid and Novosad (1981); Vanel et al. (1999) and Ooi et al. (2008); 42-55% by McBride (2006) ). By contrast, no dip or a negligible dip has been found in a wedge-shaped or prismatic pile (e.g. Lee and Herington, 1971; Trollope, 1956; Wiesner,2000) . Vanel et al. (1999) observed a clear dip in their test on a prismatic sand pile, but the dip was still significantly less than that in the conical pile. Sometimes the magnitude of pressure fluctuations is comparable with the magnitude of the dip being measured (e.g. Lee and Herington, 1971) . However, for a pseudo-two dimensional pile -consisting of a single layer of particles, a substantial dip can still be observed. For example, by averaging the results from a large number of repeated notionally identical tests (up to 500 tests), a normalised dip pressure up to 50% was measured in piles of photoelastic disks (Geng et al., 2001; Zuriguel et al., 2007) . The deposition jet dimension has been shown to significantly affect the basepressure distribution. In particular, deposition through a narrow funnel gave a pronounced dip for a conical pile but the raining procedure, with grains deposited over the whole pile base, produced no dip (Geng et al., 2001; Vanel et al., 1999) . However, no data is available for situations that lie between these two extremes. One of the objectives of this study is to fill this gap.
It has been reported that the dip is slightly smaller if the feeding jet is kept close to the pile apex so that the energy of impact of the particles remains constant (Vanel et al., 1999) . The effect of pouring height was reported to be more significant in a 2D single layer pile test (Geng et al., 2001) , where a fixed height point deposition produced a pronounced dip while a slowly moving point depositionproduced no pressure dip. The dependence of the pressure profile on the pouring height suggests that the impact energy of the particles may play a significant role in the formation of the pressure dip. The pouring rate may also have some effect, but no systematic studies of this are known.
There is also evidence that the dip depends on the properties of the particles such as their shape, stiffness, size and size distribution and surface roughness (Brockbank et al., 1997; Jotaki and Moriyama, 1979; Zuriguel et al., 2007) . No thorough investigation of these aspects is known.
The overall experimental plan in the present study used a series of relatively large laboratory pile tests to investigate several factors that affect the base pressure profile. These include base deflection, the deposition process (pouring rate, pouring heightand pouring jet dimension), particle shape and particle size. All these factors have been speculated by others to influence the pressure dip, as outlined above. In this paper, only the tests that investigated the influence of different deposition processes are reported. Some preliminary results of the tests that used a concentrated pouring jet with and without base deflection were previously reported by Ooi et al. (2008) .
Experiment

Test setup
The conical granular pile tests were conducted in a 3-floor experimental gantry which consists of the filling compartment, pile test compartment and reclaiming compartment as shown in Fig. 3 .
As deflection of the base beneath the pile was previously shown to be a significant factor in producing a pressure dip (Ooi et al., 2008; Savage, 1998; Wiesner, 2000) , the base was constructed to be rigid so that its effect was minimised. The base beneath the pile was constructed using a 9.5 mm thick circular aluminium plate placed on a 20 mm thick circular wooden plate which itself was supported on stiff steel girders. A layer of cement mortar 10-20 mm thick was placed between the wooden plate and the steel girders to ensure an even support. The base was made circular to allow the particles to flow over the edge, so the final pile radius was always exactly the same as the base radius (R p = R b = 625 mm) in all tests. This guaranteed a reliable repeatability of the tests.
During the tests, the central base deflection was monitored using an LVDT. The central deflection always remained rather small (well below 0.1% of the pile radius and 0.2% of the pile height). However, it was found that the central base deflection gradually increased as more tests were conducted, which suggests that there was a slight degradation of the base due to usage (Fig. 4) . According to Vanel et al. (1999) , the influence of the base deflection should be negligible if the base deflection is less than 1% of the pile height.
Test granular solid
Small andapproximately spherical mini iron ore pellets ( Fig. 5 ) were used to conduct the pile tests. The pellets had a very rough surface and were relatively uniform in size with a mean diameter of d p = 3.0 mm and a size range of 2.36 < d p < 4.00 mm for 4.4-99.5% passing in a particle size analysis by dry sieving (Fig. 5 ). These particles are interesting because they are approximately spherical but sufficiently non-spherical to destroy the degenerate symmetry observed in spherical assemblies. This choice allows a comparison to be made with a recent 2D study involving elongated particles (Zuriguel et al., 2007) , which are thought to produce a significantly larger pressure dip than circular particles. The pellets also had the added advantage that they have a high density, allowing a greater sensitivity in pressure measurement The loosest and densest bulk densities achieved in control tests using a cylindrical chamber were 2250 and 2400 kg/ m 3 , respectively.
Using a direct shear tester, the internal angle of friction for the pellets was measured to be 38.7°for loose packing and 44.1°for compact packing (Fig. 6 ). The loose packing here refers to the state of a sample prepared by slowly depositing pellets into the shear tester without any further disturbance before shear test. By contrast, the compact packing state was achieved by shaking and tapping the filled tester after particle placement. The internalfriction angle in the formed pile may well be smaller than the loose value (38.7°), since the confinement of the particles is less in the pile than in a chamber.
Pressure measurement
Free-field pressure cells have been widely used to observe pressures in granular media (Askegaard, 1978 (Askegaard, , 1981 (Askegaard, , 1986 Askegaard et al., 1971; Munch-Andersen, 1982) . This study adopted the Askegaard pressure cell (Fig. 7) which was designed and manufactured by Askegaard (1989) using well documented and carefully tested procedures.
The cells have a diameter of 75 mm, which is 25 times larger than the mean particlesize, giving more than 400 contacts on each cell face. This makes the pressure measurement much less dependent on individual force chains in the solid, when compared with many smaller scale pile tests (e.g. Brockbank et al., 1997) . Each pressure cell consists of a thin flat cylindrical chamber made of titanium filled with oil whose pressure is measured. The inner thickness of the chamber is approximately 0.1 mm and the total thickness of the cell, including the pressure transducer is 14 mm. A very high cell stiffness is guaranteed by the high incompressibility of oil, which ensures that the maximum face flexibility is below 10 À2 lm/kPa. Each cell was calibrated with the cell embedded in a stiff granular solid in a specially designed calibration chamber to find its individual calibration coefficient.
Careful cell placement tests (e.g. Askegaard and Brown, 1995; Garnier et al., 1999) have confirmed that reliable and consistent pressure measurements in a granular medium can be achieved if appropriate precautions are taken in the cell placement, despite a small sensitivity of the measurements to the operator (i.e. personal factor). It may be noted the same type of cell was used by Evesque et al. (1999) when measuring the base pressure beneath a sand pile whose radius was about half that of pile studied here. ig. 6. Internal friction angle of test pellets determined using a direct shear tester. The linear regression best fits for loose sample (h) and compact sample (4) give friction angle of / loose = 38.7°and / compact = 44.1°respectively.
In the present experiments, the pressure cells were first placed carefully at fixed positions on the flat aluminium base plate. A layer of pellets approximately 25 mm thick was then spread evenly so that the pressure cells were firmly embedded, with a thin layer covering each cell face. A Perspex sheet ring whose diameter was slightly larger than the basediameter, was installed around the base to retain this pre-laid layer of pellets surrounding the pressure cells. The top surface of this layer was taken as the nominal base of the pile and the pressure cell readings were taken as zero at this point. The changes in pressure were then recorded during the pile formation. The readings of the pressure cells were also calibrated by formally equating the integral of the pressure measurements that produced the total base reaction force to the total weight of the pellets deposited. Such an in situ calibration process can help to avoid any error arising from possible sensitivity of the measurements to different test materials, packing structures and stress levels.
Summary of tests
The test piles were next constructed either as concentrated deposition using narrow jets or as diffuse deposition using sieves at afixed height above the base. For concentrated deposition, three different rates of deposition via slightly varied jet aperture were used, together with two different pouring heights. For diffuse deposition, two different diameters of sieve were used. The conditions for each test were simply identified using three characters, such as C-S-L, to indicate the deposition method, rate of pour and pouring height. The deposition methods were concentrated C or diffuse D; the pouring rates were fast F, intermediate I or slow S; and the pouring heights were high H or low L. For the diffuse tests, the jet was either narrow N or wide W. The tests and their deposition parameters are summarised in Table 1 .
The symbols used in this paper for the various parameters describing the pile geometry and the base pressure profile are indicated in Fig.2. 
Results and discussions
Configuration C-S-L
A total of 12 notionally identical tests of the pile configuration case C-S-L (concentrated deposition with slow pouring rate and low pouring height) were completed. An example pile at the final stage is shown in Fig. 8 with its final surface profile in Fig. 9 . The measurement (b) (a) technique for the surface profile was made using a ruler and human reading, so some reading errors naturally existed which were estimated to be less than 5 mm. The rough character of the natural surface makes this shapeimperfectly quantifiable. The mean value of the angle of repose was determined from the middle of the conical slope, away from both the apex and the toe of the slope, and assessed as a = 28.0°.
The pile volume was found by integrating the volume below the surface profile and was estimated to be close to V = 0.165 m 3 . The mass of the pile was measured to be M = 341.5 kg by direct weighing of the pellets. An estimate derived from the pouring rate and the pouring time indicated 345.8 kg, which showed that the pouring rate was accurately known. The bulk density deduced from the volume and mass was therefore q b = 2083 kg/m 3 , which is smaller than the value found in the cylindrical container for the loose state (2250 kg/m 3 ). It should be noted that the difficulties in accurately measuring the pile surface profile may have led to a slight overestimate of the pile volume, resulting in an underestimate of bulk density. If the surface was deemed to be everywhere 5 mm below the reported measurements, the deduced bulk density would be 2164 kg/m 3 .
To determine whether the pressure distribution beneath a conical pile that has been centrally poured is axisymmetric, in one test pressure cells were placed around the circumference at a constant radius. Fig. 10 shows the evolution of pressure recorded by these six cells. They are very close to each other (maximum difference is <5%), showingthat no significant loss of symmetry is detectable. This justifies the assumption that the base pressure distribution may be obtained as a single valued function of radial coordinate, and that pressure cells could be placed at different circumferential locations to obtain a precise radial distribution with confidence. Fig . 11 shows the mean and scatter of the measured base pressure distribution at the end of the 12 tests of configuration C-S-L. The base pressure was normalised by the average base pressure Mg/(pR 2 p ) where M is the total mass and Rp is the outer radius of the pile. It shows a significant dipbeneath the apex, with the pressure rising steadily from the centre to a peak at a radius of R % 0.3R p , before falling again towards the edge of the pile. The pressure profile is very similar in form to that in a smaller conical pile tested by Vanel et al. (1999) and that in a much larger gravel pile tested by McBride (2006) . The results support the commonly stated proposition that an arching effect of some kind arises from the pile formation process which causes a significant part of the weight of solid in the central zone to be supported by an annular zone at larger radii. These results confirm and quantify the central local minimum in the base pressure distribution under a conical pile. It is shown to be a robust phenomenon that occurs naturally when the pile has been constructedusing a concentrated pouring jet.
The measured base pressure distribution p(r) in Fig. 11 may be closely approximated by the following equation using five fitted coefficients a, b, n, r 1 and r 2 : pðrÞ= Mg
where r is the normalised radial coordinate (R/Rp). The right-hand side of the equation contains two parts. The first part represents the overall pressure profile. The second part represents the reduction of pressure associated with the pressure dip and centred at the normalised location r 1 . The fitted coefficients for the mean of all tests using the configuration C-S-L are listed in Table 2 . Equation (1) clearly fits the test data very well (Fig. 11) . (1) with the fitted coefficients given in Table 2 . (1) with the fitted coefficients given in Table 2 .
The magnitude of the normalised dip pressure was determined using Eq.
(1) and found to be p
Effect of pouring rate
The effect of pouring rate on the dip profile was studied by changing the size of the deposition aperture. The configurations C-I-L and C-F-L give respectively a 4.6 and 6.5 times increase in the pouring rate of configuration C-S-L. The measured base pressure profiles for these two increased pouring rates are shown in Fig. 12a and b. The pouring rate is seen to affect the pressure dip significantly. The normalised dip pressure p À dip reduced further from 1.41 in the slow pouring C-S-L tests to $1.14 in the intermediate pouring C-I-L tests and to $1.06 in the fast pouring C-F-L tests. Thus, although anincreased pouring rate can affect the pressure dip, this effect appears to be nonlinear, with significant changes in one region and much less effect in another. The three mean test results are shown in Fig. 13 , where it is also evident that the width of the dip was reduced from about 0.3-0.2 with the increase of the pouring rate from 0.41 to 1.89 kg/s.
A key aspect of the pressure distribution beneath the pile is its progressive development. To explore the differences arising from different pouring rates in more detail, the evolution of the base pressure profile recorded during the construction is shown in Fig. 14a for one C-S-L test and in Fig. 14b for one C-I-L test.
For both piles,until 5 s after deposition began there is little evidence of any pressure dip. This is because the jet size is quite large compared with the pile size, so the impacting particles have a strong effect. Moreover, the diameter of each pressure cell is large compared with the size of the pile. As the pile grew bigger, the pressures in the outer zone increased a little faster than the reference hydrostatic pressure value, whilst the pressure in the central zone increased at a slower pace, progressively leading towards a pressure dip that became steadily more pronounced. A key difference between the two pouring configuration cases is that each C-I-L test produced a more pronounced dip and did so faster than each C-S-L test.
During the early stages of deposition, when the pile size was small, it was observed that the particles spread from the apex in a continuous and axisymmetrically uniform fashion over the whole pile surface. This type of pileformation has previously been observed in silos (Nielsen, 1998) . However, as the pile size increased, the particles were shed from the pile apex down the slope in a non-uniform and less intense manner. When the pile size increased further, the pellets were shed in intermittent avalanches. These changes are thought to be controlled by the relationship between the pile surface area, the jet size and the deposition rate. A low deposition rate is thought to be unable to sustain the uniform spreading seen at the outset. It is also suggested here that the pattern of particle repositioning within the total pile (e.g. by cascading from the apex down the slope) may play an important role in transferring stresses away from the centre towards the periphery. It seems probable that the flow rate and flow form (continuous or intermittent, uniform or non-uniform) of the cascading downslope flow are responsible for the differences between the sizeand width of the pressure dips seen in C-S-L and C-I-L. Regardless of its magnitude, the progressive development of a pressure dip seen here supports the proposition that, for a macroscopic granular pile where the pile dimension is much larger than the dimension of the pouring jet, itself much larger than the mean particle size, a robust pressure profile with a central dip is a natural formation which occurs reproducibly. By contrast, some published results (e.g. Brockbank et al., 1997; Geng et al., 2001; Zuriguel et al., 2007) show considerable fluctuations and a much less well defined pressure dip even after a considerable amount of averaging over many repeated tests. It is probable that these fluctuations are caused by the relatively small ratio of pile to particle size in those experiments.
Effect of pouring height
A change of the pouring rate, from the same pouring height, produces a change in the impact power, so it is of interest to investigate the case where only the energy of impact is changed while the pouring rate is kept constant, thus separating the velocity of impact from the mass deposition rate. This was studied by conducting the test with different pouring heights and same pouring rate. Measured base pressure profiles of C-S-H tests (concentrated deposition with slow pouring rate and high pouring height) are shown in Fig. 15a . The profile changed little when the pouring height was increased to 2.7 times of that of the C-S-L tests (Fig. 16) . The same observation may also be made for the C-I-L and C-I-H tests with a larger pouring rate shown inFig. 16. Therefore, based on these observations, the pressure distribution on the pile base is not significantly affected by the pouring height, within the tested parameter ranges. This observation is at variance with the early study of Geng et al. (2001) , where a fixed pouring height produced a large pressure dip, but a slow deposition with minimised pouring height produced no dip. Nevertheless, it is possible that the effect of pouring height only becomes significant when it is relatively small, and that the critical height for such effects to be observed lies below the pouring height studied here (H dep = 0.85H p ).
Effect of deposition or jetradius
The effect of the radius of deposition (jet radius) may be of greater importance in understanding the underlying mechanism of the pressure dip phenomenon. Apart from the narrow jet deposition described above, this study also investigated more diffuse deposition cases with two different jet radii: R j /R p = 0.21 (configuration D-N) and R j / R p = 0.37 (configuration D-W). The measured base pressure profiles are shown in Fig. 17a and b respectively. A striking feature of the observations is that the pressure dip is not only reduced as the jet radius is increased, but the location of the dip is shifted away from the centre towards theedge of the deposition jet. A pressure hump developed in the centre in contrast to a pressure dip that commonly developed under concentrated deposition.
These patterns suggest that the pressure dip develops at the radial position where cascading downslope flows begin during pile formation, rather than simply at the pile centre. In the region near the pile centre and away from the slope, particles tend to be placed in horizontal layers (mainly remaining close to their original position), instead of forming inclined layers as a result of downslope flows. These contrasting patterns of deposition were also observed during silo filling by Nielsen (1998) , but were attributed to the effects of particle shape. The development of the displaced dip is best examined by showing its progressive evolution. The progressive development of the base pressure profile in a D-N and a D-W test areshown in Fig. 18a and b respectively. In the early stage when the pile radius was less than twice the deposition radius, the maximum base pressure appeared right at the centre, with no pressure dip. This is consistent with the observation of Vanel et al. (1999) that no pressure dip occurred when the pouring jet was as wide as the base radius (i.e. fully diffuse (Fig. 19) ). As the pile size increased, the pressure at both the centre and the outer zone increased faster and overtook the pressure in the intermediate zone where a dip was eventually formed.
As the deposition radius in the D-W tests was larger than that in the D-N tests, there is a time during the D-N test when the relative deposition radius is comparable to that in the D-Wtest at the final stage. This instant lies between deposition times 01:00 and 01:40 mm:ss from the start of the test. The pressure profile at 01:00 mm:ss in the D-N test is denoted by a dotted line in Fig. 18a . Clearly the shape of the denoted profile is very similar to that of the final profile in the D-W test (Fig. 18b) .
These observations give further support to the proposition that the dip forms at, or adjacent to, the radial position at which cascading downslope flows first occur. For a pile with a given jet radius, the central pressure increases in a fashion similar to that in a pile formed by fully-raining deposition. The pressure dip then forms at a radius slightly inside the edge of the deposition jet where downslope flows start to occur. At later stages of pile formation, surface flows come to dominate andthe pressure increases much faster in the outer zone than in other locations and eventually overtakes the central pressure. When the pile radius is significantly larger than the deposition jet radius, the pressure pattern evolves into a narrow jet deposition configuration where the central peak completely disappears.
The pressure profiles in the diffuse deposition tests can also be fitted by Eq. (1) as shown in Figs. 17 and 19 . The best fit coefficients for these tests are listed in Table 2 . The effect of deposition radius on the base pressure profile is summarised in Fig. 20 , where an evolution of the pressure dip size and location is clearly illustrated.
Conclusions
A systematic experimental investigation of the pressure dip phenomenon in a conical pile under different deposition conditions including pouring rate, pouring height and deposition jet dimension has been presented in this paper. The results have shown that the base pressure distribution, at the macroscopic scale, has a central dip beneath the apex of the pile that is a repeatable and robust phenomenon for a concentrated deposition. An increase of the pouring rate may enhance the magnitude of the dip and reduce its width, but an increase in the pouring height has a negligible effect within the studied range. When the deposition jet radius is significantly smaller than the final pile radius, the dip that develops at the centre of the base is the same as that shown in previous studies. However, when the deposition radius is large relative to the final pile radius, the locationof the dip is moved towards the edge of the deposition jet, with some recovery in the central pressure peak. It is proposed that the particle flows down the conical slope of the pile during its formation may be an important contributor for the formation of the pressure dip. The pressure dip may be closely related to the starting location, intensity and form of the downslope flows. 
